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TAR NC Timeline
draft PP consultation

refined draft NC to SSP

19/12/13 - 20/01/14

07/11/14 - 21/11/14

SJWS 1
11/02/14

kick-off WS
15/01/14

consultation workshop

SJWS 3 SJWS 5
14/03/14

SJWS 2 SJWS 4
27/02/14

25/06/14

09/04/14

26/03/14

refinement WS

publish initial draft NC for
consultation

24/09/14

NC supported
by ENTSOG

30/05/14

17/12/14

Today
January

Start
30/11/13

PHASE 1:
project plan &
launch
documentation
development

March

May

September

November

PHASE 2:
NC development

PHASE 3:
NC decision-making

01/02/14 - 31/07/14

01/08/14 - 31/12/14

January

Finish
31/12/14

30/11/13 - 31/01/14

LD Publication
22/01/14

initial draft NC consultation
30/05/14 - 30/07/14

NC supported by
stakeholders
21/11/14

PP Publication
formal starting
date of NC process

ENTSOG submit NC and
accompanying document
to ACER

01/01/14

31/12/14

31/01/14
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Initial Draft TAR NC & Refined Draft TAR NC

Documents for
2-month consultation
(30 May – 30 Jul)

Refined Draft
TAR NC

Analysis of
Decisions

Documents for
Stakeholder Support Process
(7 Nov – 21 Nov)
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TAR NC for ACER

Refined Draft
TAR NC

Analysis of
Decisions

TAR NC

Accompanying
Document

Documents for
Stakeholder Support Process
(7 Nov – 21 Nov)

Documents for
handover to ACER
(by 31 December)
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Implementation Timescales
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TAR NC: Implementation Timescale

Oct ‘17

Jun ‘16

Jun ‘18

Jun ‘20

Jun ‘17

Jun ‘19

Transitional arrangements

Mitigation measures
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Transparency
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Transparency

Methodology
Dedicated services costs

Tariff publication
Trends
Tariff replication
Allowed revenue

Consistency

Information

Consultation

Improved Transparency

Same process used
across EU
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Next steps
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Next Steps
7 November – 21 November
Stakeholder Support process
31 December – deadline for ENTSOG
to submit TAR NC to ACER
3 months – time for ACER to provide
reasoned opinion to ENTSOG
Next steps depend on ACER review
TAR NC – implemented 24 months
as from its entry into force
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Requirements of Section 2 of the TAR FG
1.
2.

3.

4.

overall aims of publication requirements –
‘why?’ (Article 24)
general publication requirements, i.e.
the list of ‘relevant input information
necessary to calculate tariffs’ –
‘what?’ (Article 25.1)
task to ‘develop a standardised format for
publishing [such] information (e.g. by
integrating it into the EU‐wide ENTSO‐G
Transparency platform)’ –
‘how?’ (Article 25.3-4)
duration of the publication notice period –
‘when?’ (Article 27)

This all + the stakeholder feedback (i.a. taken into account for Article 26 on additional transparency
requirements) forms the basis for Chapter IV ‘Publication Requirements’ of the TAR NC
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Why?
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Objectives of publication requirements
Network users are
to be able to
understand…
…transmission tariffs and charges
for dedicated services charged to
specific network users and at
specific entry or exit points
corresponding to such services
…different types of
transmission services
and dedicated services

…how such transmission
tariffs and such charges are
set, have changed and may
change
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What?
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Information required by the TAR FG

Information
indicated
in white boxes
is to be
published
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Information required by the TAR NC

BLOCK 1
• TSO’s allowed/target revenue
(a) allowed/target revenue +
information related to changes in its
level
(b) transmission services revenue +
treatment of auction premium +
information on reconciliation of
regulatory account
(i) actually obtained revenue, under-/overrecovery attributed to the regulatory account
(ii) reconciliation period, incentive mechanisms
implemented, the applied mitigating measures

BLOCK 2
• Inputs for cost allocation
methodology
(c) parameters of the primary cost
allocation methodology +
information on the secondary
adjustment(s) + entry-exit split
(if not a parameter)
Examples of parameters:
RAB, capacity/commodity split, entry/exit split,
cross-border/domestic split, technical capacity,
forecasted contracted capacity, structural
representation of transmission network

BLOCK 3
• Transmission tariffs and charges for
dedicated services
(d) transmission tariffs
(i) reserve prices for firm standard capacity
products + formulas for calculation +
justification for multipliers and seasonal factors
(ii) reserve prices for interruptible standard
capacity products + formulas for calculation
(iii) commodity-based tariffs + relevant
information on derivation
(iv) tariffs for alternative capacity products +
relevant information on derivation
(v) prices at non-IPs + relevant information on
derivation

(e) charges for dedicated services
charged to specific network users
and at specific points + relevant
information on derivation
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Transmission and Dedicated Services
TRANSMISSION SERVICES 
TRANSMISSION TARIFFS
1. scope: more general, link to the definition of
‘transmission’ from Directive 2009/73/EC and Regulation
715/2009:

DEDICATED SERVICES 
CHARGES FOR DEDICATED SERVICES
1. scope: exclude only specific services, these are ‘other
than transmission services’

‘transport of natural gas through a network, which mainly contains
high-pressure pipelines, other than an upstream pipeline network and
other than the part of high-pressure pipelines primarily used in the
context of local distribution of natural gas, with a view to its delivery to
customers, but not including supply’

2. beneficiary of the service: all network users

2. beneficiary of the service: specific network users /
infrastructure operators / at specific points

3. calculation: via cost allocation methodology

3. calculation: outside of cost allocation methodology

4. revenue reconciliation: one pot for transmission services

4. revenue reconciliation: not to be mixed with one pot

5. transparency: parameters of cost allocation
methodology, associated part of the allowed/target
revenue, under-/over-recovery and related information on
reconciliation of the regulatory account, resulting tariffs

5. transparency: charges for specific network users and at
specific points + information on their derivation

6. additional burden: avoiding cross-subsidies between
network users, taking account of the objectives of security
of supply and fulfilment of goals for renewables

Note also the link with ‘regulated services’ as well as
the requirements on consultation and NRA approval
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How?
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Standardised Format
standardised
format
(Article 26,
para 3-4)

publication in
a certain
‘manner’
(para 4)

‘standardised
table’
(para 3)

irrespective of
cost allocation
methodology

• TSO’s allowed/target
revenue

dependent on
cost allocation
methodology

• parameters of primary cost
allocation methodology
• information on secondary
adjustments

irrespective of
cost allocation
methodology

• transmission tariffs
• charges for some dedicated
services

• via Transparency Platform
• accessible to public, free of
charge
on the
website
of TSO or
NRA, as
relevant

• in a user-friendly manner
• in a clear, quantifiable,
easily accessible way and
on a non-discriminatory
basis
• in the official language(s) of
the MS and in English
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How a Standardised Table May Look Like

The link could
be put here

These are the examples that ENTSOG presented at the public meetings
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Evolution of Approach
Refined Draft
TAR NC

SJWS 4
(26 Mar)
• indicated highlevel example
of a
standardised
table

SJWS 2
(27 Feb)

• idea about
‘general
template’ and
‘customised
templates’

• split the table
into 2 parts:
(1) parameters
of the primary
cost allocation
methodology;
(2) the rest of
the information

Initial Draft
TAR NC

(7 Nov)

• deleted the
necessity to
split the table
into 2 parts

(30 May)
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Current Approach
Reflected in the legal text:
 When? To complete the table and to publish the information
for each tariff period
 Structure? Three columns: (1) information item; (2) value in the
applicable units; (3) if necessary, other details
 Level of Detail? To publish the parameters that are ‘relevant’
for a given primary cost allocation methodology
Additional consideration:
 Limit? Where – due to the specificity of a particular
information – it is difficult to fill in the cell, the cell in the 1st
column should be converted to a hyperlink leading to another
webpage with the proper description
The detailed design of the standardised table is up to each TSO/NRA, as relevant
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When?
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Publication Timeline
Methodology consultation

Jan

Dec

Tariff Setting Year 2

Tariff Setting Year 1
July

Tariff Setting Year 1
Tariff Setting Year 1

Oct

Tariffs published 30 days (or 60 days)
prior to start of tariff setting year
Publication dependent on the start tariff year

Annual Auctions
Multiplier consultation – outside
of the methodology consultation

Tariff Setting Year 2

Tariff Setting Year 1
April

Dec

Jan

Binding multipliers and
seasonal factors published
‘no later than March’ for the
next tariff year
Indicative tariffs
published

Capacity Year
Multiplier
consultation

Binding multipliers and
seasonal factors published
‘no later than March’ for the
next tariff year

Indicative tariffs
published
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Timings of Publication
WHAT

WHEN

• Information in the standardised
format, tariff model and tariff
changes/trends

• simultaneously, ‘for each tariff period’

• binding tariffs and charges for
dedicated services (other than system
operation services for 3rd parties)
• If difference is anticipated
as > 20%

• min 30 days before tariff period
• min 60 days before tariff period

• indicative reference prices and binding • min 30 days before annual yearly
multipliers + seasonal factors
capacity auctions

• updated tariffs for monthly and daily
interruptible products, if any

• as soon as possible within the tariff
period
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Stakeholder Feedback
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Overall Feedback
…the TAR FG foresees a
lot of information but is it
the right one…

…sufficient transparency
requirements over charges for
dedicated services…
…with the publication
of all the information
the stakeholders can
be ‘more confused
than convinced’…

…welcomes the efforts
made by ENTSOG to
strengthen the
transparency provisions…

…pleased that ENTSOG has
finally recognised the
importance of TSOs
publishing their tariff
models…

…transparency
is the key…

…publication of the
binding reference
price…is of
paramount
importance…

…we favour
maximum
transparency…

…it’s always good to
ask for more
transparency…

…transparency and
predictability of
tariffs is necessary…

…the tariff model with preloaded
input data that is regularly
updated is welcomed so that the
network users are able to
understand how the tariffs are
derived…
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Initial Draft TAR NC:
2-month Consultation (30 May – 30 July)
 10 questions (including in relation to the harmonisation of the tariff
setting year) were asked in the Supporting Document
 Mainly, stakeholders indicated their concerns when responding to
the following 2 questions:
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Refined Draft TAR NC:
Stakeholder Support Process (7-21 November)
Please indicate your support for Chapter 4: Publication
Requirements (Articles 24 – 27)
4%
8%
42%

46%

FULLY SUPPORT

PARTIALLY SUPPORT

Do not Support

Neutral / No Response

54% support vs. 42% no support of the market with respect to Chapter on Publication Requirements
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ENTSOG Consideration of
Stakeholder Feedback
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Changes after Consultation on Initial Draft
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Issues Addressed Throughout the Process
Origins

STKH (6)
ACER

Issue

Parameters for setting the allowed / target revenue (e.g. WACC, depreciation period)
Total allowed/target revenue of a TSO (not only transmission services part)

STKH (9)

Information on charges other than for transmission services

STKH (1)

Publish the standardised table in a ‘friendly manner’, ‘in a downloadable format’

STKH (18)

To publish the tariff model enabling to understand: (1) how the current tariffs are
determined; (2) what the future tariffs will be

STKH (6)

In addition to the tariff model, explanatory and supporting documentation on how it
works

STKH (8)

In addition to the tariff model, information on how the tariffs did change and how they
will change

STKH (24)

Publication of indicative reference prices and binding multipliers and seasonal factors
prior to annual yearly capacity auctions (based on STKH concern to publish binding tariffs
prior to these auctions)

STKH (3)

Apart from the allowed/target revenue itself, to publish ‘the information related to
changes in its level’

STKH (1)

If any, to publish tariffs for alternative capacity products/formulas for their calculation and
the ‘relevant information’ for their derivation

STKH (2)

NRA decision on transmission tariffs for the storage facilities is to contain an explanation
on how it took account of the net benefits of storage for transmission system, the need to
promote efficient investment in the transmission system and to minimise detrimental
effects on cross-border trade

Where

Refined
draft
TAR NC

TAR NC for
submission
to ACER
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Other Amendments
 Added information on ‘derivation’ of complementary
revenue recovery charge, flow-based charge,
charges at non-IPs
 Regarding recalculation:
•
•

•

Deleted the possibility of recalculating seasonal factors within
the tariff period
Limited recalculation of discounts for interruptible capacity
products within the tariff period only for monthly and daily
products (where the probability of interruption changes
by more than 20%)
Recalculation of reference price within the tariff period ‘in
exceptional cases’

 Restructured set of information to be published in a
standardised format
 Where relevant, improved drafting and the use of
‘tariffs’ / ‘prices’ / ‘charges’ throughout the TAR NC
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Beyond the TAR FG Requirements
 Tariff Model
•
•

either a simplified tariff model
or sensitivity analyses enabling network users
to estimate the possible evolution of tariffs

 Tariff Changes/Trends in the Level of
Transmission Tariffs
•
•

‘changes’ = difference between the upcoming
tariff period and the current one
‘trends’ = difference between the upcoming
tariff period and the next one (and so on up
until the end of the regulatory period)

 Publication Notice
•
•

indicative reference prices (min 30 days
before annual yearly auctions)
binding multipliers + seasonal factors (idem)
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Next Steps
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Submission to ACER
17 December 2014
ENTSOG General
Assembly approval

Accompanying
Document

TAR NC

31 December 2014
Deadline for ENTSOG
to submit to ACER
the TAR NC
March 2015
Deadline for ACER
to provide to ENTSOG
the reasoned opinion
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Additional Information
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Reference Documents
 Launch Documentation
(22 Jan, p. 21)
 Presentation at SJWS 2
(27 Feb, p. 91) and
Presentation at SJWS 4
(26 Mar, p. 65)
 Initial Draft TAR NC
(30 May, p. 31) and
Supporting Document
(30 May, p. 38)
 Refined Draft TAR NC
(7 Nov, p. 37) and
Analysis of Decisions Document
(7 Nov, p. 38)
 Initial and Refined Draft TAR NC Comparison
(12 Nov, p. 43)
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